
 

 

Summer at the shore in Northern California is the polar opposite from the East Coast, where lobsters are 

not the only thing that get baked while the sun shines. But here is a place where you go to cool off when 

inland temperatures head toward triple digits. Yes, the morning sun may block the first rays of the day, 

but it — and an offshore breeze — can make for very comfortable temperatures. 

There are any number of dog-friendly towns in the state, but I would be hard-pressed to think of one 

that goes out of its way more than Half Moon Bay, population around 11,000 and 28 miles south of the 

Golden Gate Bridge. Or to put it another way, under two hours from Napa. 

While there are vineyards and farm stands a short ways inland, and fields and vast greenhouses line the 

eastern side of the highway, it is the long stretch of beach that draws the majority of visitors. Famous for 

its Mavericks surf competition, for the rest of the year it focuses on an active fishing fleet, sailing, 

windsurfing and boarding. For the majority of us, it is a place to take as long a walk on the sand as you 

(and your furry companion) are up for. You could start at charming Princeton-by-the-Sea to the north 

and head to the Ritz-Carlton at the southern point, although there are a couple of detours along the 

way. There are bluffs, sand dollars, kelp, driftwood and 180-degree ocean vistas, and any dog would be 

remiss if  it didn’t find plenty of fascinating things to sniff. 

While the area makes for a perfect day trip, it also has any number of pet-friendly lodging possibilities. 

From the comfortable to the grand luxe, there are plenty to choose from. At the plush end of the scale is 

the Seal Cove Inn, which has two rooms that open onto the manicured lawn and comes complete with a 

dog bed, water bowl (with a bottle of water) and treats. There are plenty of walking paths through the 

woods beginning and ending at the inn, and it’s not far from Moss Beach Distillery, which sits on a 

promontory above the surf and boasts its own dog menu. 

The restaurant possibilities also run the gamut. One perennial favorite is Half Moon Bay Brewing Co., 

with harbor views and an expansive patio where they bring water bowls before you even have the 



chance to look around. It really is a working brewery, and the menu has any number of favorites and 

daily specials. 

Other choices include Pasta Moon right in town for wonderful Italian food and great service (and a 

designated “dog table”) and Sam’s Chowder House, which hangs right over the beach (though it has 

increased its prices on such things as the lobster roll ever since it opened). 

The down-home Princeton Seafood Co. at Pillar Point Harbor offers right-off-the-boat fresh fish. You can 

relax on the outdoor patio and enjoy the salt air while eating your fill of crab, oysters or their famous 

clam chowder. 

To give your buddy a taste of Tuscany, there is the rustic patio at It’s Italia. For pure fun and a bit of Irish 

pub grub, continue south a few miles to Cameron’s Restaurant and Inn, which, if you didn’t know better, 

had been designed by a committee of canines, then left to their resourceful owner to build. Their 

amenities include a doggie watering station and complimentary dog biscuits. They also have a couple of 

inn rooms upstairs, with no surcharge for well-behaved dogs. 

At other places, check to find out what the charge is and what the weight limit (usually 40 to 50 pounds) 

is per dog, and always call ahead. Likewise, always double-check with rest-aurants before showing up, 

just to be sure what their policy is that day. 

Down on the beach it is pretty simple. I have never seen the Pet Police on patrol (although leave a pet in 

a hot car with the windows closed or barely cracked open and you’ll get to meet Half Moon Bay’s finest 

pretty quickly), and owners seem responsible when it comes to controlling their charges. I always use a 

leash — one of those that extends from three to 20 feet by pressing a trigger — but some people let 

them run. As long as everyone cleans up the inevitable, all is well. 

I know it’s obvious, but take a liter bottle of water and a collapsible water bowl, though almost every 

restaurant and some shops have water bowls. Just figure that no matter the time of year, temperatures 

usually range from 40 to around 70 degrees. Your dog may not need a coat, but you might consider 

taking a jacket along for yourself. Our rescued, an English setter, Diamond, has a handsome slicker, but 

in the last five years she has decided she likes cool weather, an offshore breeze and salt spray, so the 

slicker stays in the car as we head to the beach or out for a bite to eat. All in all, it can make for a 

perfect, and easily reached, day, weekend, or week for you and your best friend. 

 


